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Date: 22/11/2011 

PROPOSAL FRO SUPPLY OF MK21060ser 

Messrs.MM 

A. Model of Machine: MK21060SER Embossing and Die cutting Combination Machine With 

Stripping and Blanking 

 
B. Specifications 

Max. Sheet Size 1060mm x 760mm 

Min. Sheet Size 400mm x 350mm 

Max. Diecutting Size 1060mm x 745mm 

Max. Stamping Size 1060mm x 740mm 

Applicable Paper Cardboard:0.1~2mm (90~2000g/m2) 

Corrugated: ≤4mm 

Max. Operation Pressure of Each Press 250M.Tons 

Max. Operation Speed 6000sheet/hr 

Main Motor Power 18.5KW 

Overall Dimensions 10,000(length) x 5500(width) x 2450(height) 

Air Requirement Pressure :0.6-0.7Mpa 

Airflow Volume : >1.5 m3/min 

Total Weight 33M.Tons 
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Specifications subject to change without notice 

 

 

C. Standard Devices and Components  

 

1) Non-stop Speedy Feeding Unit (MK Feeder) 

- Non-stop Speedy Feeding Station 

- Scaled type feeder, maximum speed 108sheet/min 

- Function of decelerated feeding at front guide 

- Adjustable suction device 

- 3-protection measures for feeder 

- Manually left-right fine adjustable feeding pile 

- Pushing-pulling side guide 

- Cross blowing sheet separation device 

- Mechatronic double-sheet detector 

- Imported transport belt 

- PLC and electronic cam control 

- Photoelectric side/front guide sheet detection 

- Single-spot electromagnetic clutch to ensure right position of each sheet at front guide to shorten     

adjustment time 

- Main and non-stop feeding pile exchanges, with feeder continuous operation 

- Powerful suction feeder head of 4-suction and 5-blow, with adjustable suction angle per sheet 

deformation 

- Extra hard alloy for suction heads and air valves 

- Switch for feeding and die-cutting 

- 2 sets of sheet press and brush wheel 

- 4 sets of each of soft and hard brush wheels, respectively 

- 10 sets of sheet press wheel device 

- 2 sets of each of 3-kind sheet press balls, respectively 

- 2 pieces of non-stop sheet hold plate 

- 1 set of sheet hold rod 

 

2) First Impression Station for Embossing 

--Crank shaft gear box with driving system for machine pressure 

-- Precision photo-electric sensor for accurate positioning of honeycomb chase 
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-- Micro adjustment of pressure by worm gear and ball screw driven by servo motor 

-- 11 Light weight aluminum alloy gripper bars with hard coat anodizing finish  

-- Ultra low stretch and friction gripper chain 

-- Patented device for quick compensation of gripper chain elongation without the need of changing links 

-- Sheet breakage detector for all sheet sizes from minimum to maximum 

-- Machine base, framework and platens made of ductile iron produced with resin-coated sand 

  and weathering treatment 

  -- One set of Lower platen with 3mm and 1mm cutting plates 

 -- 2 piece of 1.0mm cutting plate 

 -- 1 piece of 4mm cutting plate. 

  -- Turn-over bracket for cutting chase and honeycomb chase 

  -- Air cooling system for crank shaft gear box lubrication oil 

  -- Torque limiter for overload protection 

  -- Intermittent movement mechanism driven by timing belt 

  -- Main drive with pneumatic main transmission clutch. 

-- Driving system for the synchronization motion with the 2nd impression station 

  -- Dual direction pneumatic lock-up/release system for upper cutting chase 

-- Pneumatic die-cutting lower plate lock device 

--1 chase changing stand 

-- One spare gripper bar 

  -- 1 honeycomb chase. 

  -- 1 cutting chase 

 

3) Second Impression Station for Die-cutting.  

--Crank shaft gear box with driving system for machine pressure 

-- Precision photo-electric sensor for accurate positioning of cutting chase 

-- Micro adjustment of pressure by worm gear and ball screw driven by motor 

-- Sheet breakage detector for all sheet sizes from minimum to maximum 

  -- One set of Lower platen with 3mm and 1mm cutting plates 

 -- 2 pieces of 1.0mm cutting plate 

 -- 1 piece of 4mm cutting plate. 

  -- Turn-over bracket for cutting chase and honeycomb chase 

  -- Air cooling system for crank shaft gear box lubrication oil 

  -- Main drive with pneumatic main transmission clutch. 

  -- Dual direction pneumatic lock-up/release system for upper cutting chase 

-- Pneumatic die-cutting lower plate lock device 

--1 chase changing stand 

  -- 1 cutting chases. 
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4) Stripping Station 

- Upper stripping transmission device 

- Upper stripping board raising device 

- Middle stripping die transmission device 

- Middle stripping die support device 

- Lower stripping transmission device 

- Stripping die fast lock device 

- 4 aluminum stripping frames 

- 100 sets of stripping needle hook 

- 24 sets of beam hook 

- 9 adjustable beams 

- 60 sets of extensive stripping needle 

- 200 stripping needles 

- 90 stripping needle connection blocks 

 

5) Blanking Device 

 - Driving system for upper blanking tool 

 - Pneumatic lifting device for upper blanking tool 

 - Upper blanking tool with quick-lock device 

 - Blanking tools with micro adjustment and digital display 

- Delivery system for dies cut sheets without blanking 

- Non-stop stacker for die cut blank with counter and inserter of full non die cut sheet  -

 Delivery of removed edges of sheet 

 

6) Delivery Station 

- Dual pneumatic sheet alignment device 

- Mechanical sheet press brush wheel with damper deceleration for convenient operation 

- Delivery blowing press device 

- Manual grill non-stop device 

- Pneumatic sampling device 

- 2 delivery pile plates 

- Chain transmission device 

- Imported plastic chain track 
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7) Electricity 

- 1 set of electrical control cabinet 

- 2 pieces of 10.4″ interfaces  

- Enhanced safety module control per CE specifications 

 

8) Others 

- 1 set of aluminum alloy and wood platform 

- 1 set of tools 

- 1 operational instructions 

 




